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New Release
Australian Author

Mike Harris
Mike Harris grew up in Australia. He earned a bachelor’s in engineering, with a focus on designing
technology, at the University of Queensland. He has lived and worked in many places since, as a
project engineer, community worker, technology trainer, and vocational education manager,
though his finest achievements are his two sons who run the best café in Adelaide. A health scare
brought about many radical changes in his life. One of them was becoming a storyteller. ‘The
Dream Walker’ is his first written story.

The Dream Walker
Joshua Livingstone is an everyday guy whose life is quite ordinary until he meets his dream
girl, Helen Keane.
As crazy dreams permeate his life, he learns that what he does in his dreams is having an effect
on his conscious reality. He knows he’s in trouble when people start to die, and the world
around him spins out of control. And that’s because Hector Schmidt, known as ‘The Dream
Doctor’, can also travel through Joshua’s dreams.
And he is not merely a misunderstood mastermind but also psychopathically unhinged.
As the two dream walkers grow aware of each other in the realms of sub reality, they become
entwined in an ever-tightening infinity loop crossing between dreams and reality from which
only one of them can survive.
When Josh faces his destruction at the hands of Hector’s unbelievable dream-power, does he
comprehend the dangerous mechanics of dream walking and begins to fight back to save
himself but most of all…Helen, the woman he loves.
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